Discerning why some soil organic matter (SOM) leaves soil profiles relatively quickly while other 10 compounds, especially at depth, can be retained for decades to millennia is challenging, for a 11 multitude of reasons. Simultaneous with soil-specific advances, multiple other disciplines have 12 enhanced their knowledge bases in ways potentially useful for future investigations of SOM decay.
in revision) are frequently investigated in chemostat studies. Though some models invoke plasticity 232 of microbial stoichiometry as a potential response to environmental change, the extent to which biomass typically reflect total biomass, not just the active biomass (Table 1) . Chemostats allow us to 242 disentangle these competing mechanisms.
244
In a chemostat, changes in biomass stoichiometry provide evidence that microbial stoichiometric 245 plasticity can be a consequence of environmental change, a conclusion difficult to formulate using 246 soil in which we do not know the identity nor the abundance of the active microbial players. system models used to predict future atmospheric CO 2 concentrations (Wieder et al. 2013 ).
299
Second, this study also highlighted strong isotopic fractionations among substrate, biomass, and decay is governed by a relatively large number of genes residing in a greater diversity of organisms.
339
Despite the seemingly daunting level of microbial genetic diversity, soil metagenomes can be mined 340 for their annotated and functionally assigned genes, and then used to assess how potential metabolic and observed changes in soil processes such as SOM decay. These research avenues are critical for 367 formulating and parameterizing SOM decay models, discussed in Section 3.
369
Both natural and artificial aquatic systems are increasingly viewed as relevant to soil studies (e.g. decay to proceed, often in the context of investigating the temperature sensitivity of SOM decay.
383
The E a is one way to quantify the ease with which decay of compounds can proceed. A substrate 384 with intrinsically higher E a is more difficult to decay than one with lower E a at a given temperature 385 (Sierra 2013) and, accordingly, the C quality-temperature hypothesis suggests that OM more resistant 
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It is important to consider the drivers of differences among potential and observed reaction rates, 403 and apparent and intrinsic E a , for a specific decay reaction when interpreting decay reaction rates 404 and apparent E a values derived from the soil environment. Recalling that the slope of an Arrhenius 405 plot is considered the E a of a reaction, we first must note that the line defining intrinsic E a should, in 406 theory, always be above (have a higher Y-intercept than) any line defining apparent E a . This follows 407 from the assumption that a decay reaction rate quantified in purified, abiotic solutions when neither 408 enzyme nor substrate is limiting represents the upper limit for that reaction rate at that temperature.
409
This is a difficult hypothesis to test, because the units in which purified enzyme-substrate reaction 410 rates are expressed must necessarily be different from the typical units employed in studies of exo-411 enzyme reactions in soils and sediments (e.g. Sinsabaugh et al. 2012 ), but its logic is difficult to 412 challenge.
414
In spite of the difficulties directly comparing the temperature sensitivities of pure enzyme-substrate 415 kinetics and actual SOM decomposition, it is valuable to consider the multiple ways in which 416 apparent E a of decay reactions in soils exposed to different temperatures may vary relative to 417 intrinsic E a for those same reactions. Because the slope estimates (E a in KJ mol -1 ) are independent 418 of the reaction rate units, they can be compared and yield meaningful interpretations across samples.
In some soils, we may observe an apparent E a greater than intrinsic E a for a particular enzyme- 
529
The omission of microbial physiological plasticity in these and related models is unfortunate,
530
because it is the fundamental microbial physiology that shapes C flow through microbial biomass is not a parameter that microbes govern as an end goal; rather, CUE is a byproduct of the changing 536 relative importance of anabolism and catabolism as metabolic resource demand and resource 537 availability vary in response to environmental conditions. An important step forward will be to 538 develop models that do not modify only CUE, but that reflect multiple changes in environmental 539 conditions influencing microbial stoichiometry and metabolism, with CUE changing as a result.
540
Chemostat data again become important for these modeling efforts, because they provide baseline 541 values for biomass production and specific respiration rates under varying environmental conditions 542 which, in turn, dictate CO 2 efflux from soils.
544
Developing a theoretical scaffolding on which we can build physiologically mechanistic models that 545 ultimately can be made spatially explicit, and thus useful for modeling at the scale of the Earth 546 system, will require two key advances. First, more physiological realism needs to be incorporated 547 into our modeling frameworks. Enhancing the physiological realism of existing ecological models 548 can take multiple forms. Regulatory-metabolic network models that reflect microbial decision 
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Models also can take advantage of our existing knowledge of deep SOM characteristics such as low 698 C:N ratios and apparently low energy yielding potential of deep SOC (Fig. 2) . Deeper soils also are Table 1 . Parameters frequently of interest for empirical and theoretical investigations of SOM transformations (left column), typical challenges encountered when interpreting data derived from soil studies (middle column), and the benefits of employing chemostats (rows 1 through 3) and purified enzyme-substrate reactions (row 4, last column). Controlled environments where microbial populations and environmental conditions can be strictly monitored provide unique insights that can be used to develop hypotheses for soil-based studies or parameterize models of SOM transformations. See Sections 2 and 3 for detailed explanation of all table cells.
Soil parameter of interest
Challenges for soil based studies Benefits of chemostat-based studies (rows 1-3) Benefits of purified, abiotic studies (row 4)
Carbon use efficiency (CUE)
•Recycling of isotopic label through microbial biomass is likely across diverse timescales.
•Growth rate is unknown.
•Growth rate is known.
•Growth rate can be manipulated.
•Isotopic fractionation can be quantified.
•Fraction of dead cells is small.
Microbial stoichiometric plasticity •Stoichiometric change may occur in extant populations, or from changing relative abundances of distinct populations.
•Stoichiometric analyses of soil microbial biomass typically reflect total biomass, not just active biomass.
•The identity, pool size, and growth rates of the active microbes are all known.
Environmental controls on gene expression •Metatranscriptomes or functional gene transcription are dependent on growth rates, nutrient availability, and environmental controls on transcription rates that are unknown.
•Growth rates are known, nutrient availability is constant, and gene expression can be monitored as individual environmental signals are manipulated.
E a and associated temperature sensitivity of SOM decay
•Differences among soils in apparent E a may result from different microbial physiology, microbial community structure, or substrate availability, and not from inherent differences in substrate E a of decay.
•Intrinsic kinetics of decay can be quantified in controlled conditions and under varying environmental parameters such as pH and temperature.
•The C:N flow ratio can be computed as environmental conditions change, reflecting how C and N availability can change even in the absence of microbial adaptation. Figure 2 . Depiction of parameters describing drivers of SOM decay and retention with depth. Salient physical and chemical features are described on the left, and microbial features on the right. Key features both resulting from and driving patterns of SOM decay are the mean age of SOM and its associated degree of degradation and C:N ratio, and the degree to which it forms organo-mineral complexes and micro-vs. macro-aggregates. All of these except bulk C:N are typically are enhanced with depth. A greater mean residence time is often associated with a greater degree of microbial processing of that material, hence the greater degree of degradation. When coupled with the greater amount of organo-mineral complexes that form with depth, these features drive more energy intensive SOM decay at depth, increasing the activation energy (E a ) of decay and associated temperature sensitivity of decay. In turn, these physical and chemical changes with depth govern the diversity, physiology, and functional guild of microbial groups in shallow vs. deep soil horizons. Thicker arrow at depth represents likely greater interaction strength in deep soil horizons among energy availability in substrates, temperature sensitivity and microbial physiology, given the generally greater E a and lower energy available at depth. Importantly, the microbial community can serve as both an agent of decay and of production of SOM compounds with apparently long residence times; this concept has only recently been explored in the soils literature.
